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Packaging Re-imagined

IN-BOX

SOLUTION

Right solution everytime

Our specialist services and solutions team of engineers have developed and maintained
some of the most innovative packaging systems on the UK market. Supplying a wide
range of in box solutions in order to find the right solution every time.

Save money

IN-BOX

SOLUTION

Kite’s product cost analysis – In depth cost analysis of current products vs
Kite’s products.

Mini Air
Creates cushions on demand
Compact and easy to use
Runs 8 different film types

Pack Cost Analysis

Available to new and existing customers, our
team of specialists will visit you on site and
run an in depth cost analysis of your current
products vs. Kite’s products. Kite’s team of
specialists will work on finding you the most
cost effective and efficient solution.

Paper Systems
Innovative range of systems

Pack Velocity

Fastest paper cushion
machine on the market
Solutions for both low and high
volume users

Air Shock

Our specialist team work closely with
customers on pack design and pack velocity
to demonstrate how the two go hand in hand.
They will specifically focus on the price of each
box, the time to assemble and an assumption
of labour cost per hour.

Air cushioned protective packs
Available with pre-inserted valve for
easy inflation
Lightweight and burst resistant

Wrap and Hold
Eliminates the need for void fill

Drop Test

Our team has access to facilities which
conduct packaging testing to The
International Safe Transit Association (ISTA)
standard. Through demonstrations in our
proposed packaging, we can show you how
your packaging will be protected even at its
most vulnerable times.

Secure universal solution
Reduces costs
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For more information visit: www.kitepackaging.co.uk
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Kite Mini Air System

IN-BOX

SOLUTION

Kite Mini Air System

Mini Air Machine
Best value machine
Cushions for void fill, wrapping, 		
interleaving and more
Easy to operate with minimum
set-up
Small, compact design

IN-BOX

SOLUTION

Kite’s specialist team can design bespoke solutions to integrate the Mini Air
machine into existing packaging operations.

Mini Air

Hopper Basket
Customised Packaging Benches
Watch our
demonstration
videos, and see
how much you
can save with our
price comparison
tool – available
on our website.

Space optimisation
Pack velocity optimisation
Minimise worker fatigue

Wrapper Film
4 different configurations
Used for layering, wrapping and cushioning
Up to 450m on a roll

Accessories

Excellent replacement for bubble wrap

A range of Mini Air accessories are available to make
your operation more efficient and flexible, including a
floor stand, basket for air cushions, foot pedal, sensor
and hopper systems and mobile dispenser trolley.
Visit our website for more details.

Filler Film
4 different configurations

1 roll of mini air

Used for cushioning and void filling

Mini Air Machine Accessories

Up to 700m on a roll

Make your operation more efficient and
flexible with our range of Mini Air accessories

Excellent replacement for void fill

Floor stand
Foot pedal

Bio Film

Starch based film and
100% biodegradable, now
available in all air bag
configurations
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Hoppers
Sensors
(15 Cubic Feet Loose Void Fill Bag)

For more information visit: www.kitepackaging.co.uk/miniair

Mobile dispenser
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Paper Void Fill

IN-BOX

SOLUTION

SpeedMan

Kite’s range of paper protection provides both low and high volume users with the perfect
void fill solution. All three systems dispense high quality, fully recycled paper to be used
as void-fill, ‘in-box’ packaging, offering great protection for a range of items.

Customised Packaging Benches

IN-BOX

SOLUTION

Voidfill Methods
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Space optimisation
Pack velocity optimisation
Minimise worker fatigue

SpeedMan Box
Low cost ready to use
Suited to low
volume users
Compact mobile and 		
environmentally friendly

SpeedMan Pro
Automated with speed
and efficiency in mind
Operated with a foot 		
pedal
Mobile version available
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SpeedMan Classic
Highly flexible paper 		
dispenser
Full control of paper 		
usages
Maintenance free

For more information visit: www.kitepackaging.co.uk/papers
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IN-BOX

SOLUTION

Paper Protection

Paper Jet

IN-BOX

SOLUTION

The PaperJet system is a revolution in paper cushioning, in terms of efficiency, speed
and quality. It comfortably produces more paper cushions than any other system on the
market, operating at twice the speed of any other paper cushion machine in the UK.

PaperJet Machine

Endless Paper
Continuous paper feed of 7600m
(with stand)

On a continuous run produces a
market leading number of metres

Increased productivity

Up to 1170m continuous feed

Improved ergonomics

Multiple controls

“

Kite’s very own ‘stock and serve’ provides us with an excellent all-round service, allowing
us to simplify our packing supply. The regular next or same day service has also allowed us to
commit to less packing materials being held in the warehouse.
Kite Packaging Customer

Integrations

Protection Methods

Kites specialist team design bespoke solutions to
integrate paper systems into existing packaging
operations.

1.

1.

“

Over the last few years we have had ‘Paper Wars’ between the main 3 market
contenders in this field. However we chose the PaperJet for a number of reasons,
speed, simple to use, cost savings, increased packaging KPI( less time loading
machine), environmentally friendly paper, health and safety, technical support and
staff training. A huge thank you again to Kite Packaging.
Kite Packaging Customer
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For more information visit: www.kitepackaging.co.uk/papers
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Kite Air Shock

IN-BOX

SOLUTION

Wrap and Hold

Specifically designed for protecting glass, our range of Air Shock is particularly ideal
for transporting valuable and fragile goods where there is a high risk of damage during
transit. Protected by an armoured air pouch, this lightweight solution will significantly
reduce pack weight and is also available with a single outer wall box for added security
and protection.

Auto Inflation System
For maximum product efficiency
Better suited to high volume users

IN-BOX

SOLUTION

Designed for high volume users, the wrap and hold system offers a universal packaging solution
that is secure, reduces costs and completely eliminates the need for void fill.

Wrap and Hold
Improve efficiency
Minimise handling
Reduce packaging materials
Standardise packaging operations
Optimise transportation
Lower environmental impact

“

We were one of the first companies in the
industry to install this state of the art machine and
have not looked back. It is a revolutionary way
to secure your goods and is fast, efficient and
reduces material and time costs.

”

Kite Packaging Customer

Bench Inflation
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Gun Inflation

Better suited to high volume users

Attaches to the compressor

A foot pedal to control the air flow

Releases air when the trigger is pressed

For more information visit: www.kitepackaging.co.uk/miniair

For more information visit: www.kitepackaging.co.uk/airshock
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Your UK Packaging Partners
• Packaging Technologists
• Bespoke Solutions
• UK Branches
History and Ethos
Kite Packaging was founded from scratch
in 2001 with a unique vision - To be the premier
packaging supplier in the UK with a philosophy of
employee-ownership. At Kite we believe that “customer
satisfaction matters so much more when you own the business”.
National Key Accounts
Kite Packaging has a dedicated team of senior key account
managers who look after both single and multi-site accounts.
Packaging Technologists:
In-Box Team
Void fill/Dunnage is a complex area with pack velocity, cost, customer perception
and the environment all critical factors. Our team are here to help and advise.
Load Retention Team
The safe movement of palletised loads is business critical and often expensive.
This dedicated team of engineers will carry out scientific audits to ensure
safety and minimise costs.
Creative Pack Design Team
Kite’s creative pack design team will provide you with a range
of bespoke solutions to suit your specific requirements. They specialise
in packaging re-design, focusing on benefits such as, cost reduction,
improved performance and protection, reduction in damages and
reduced pack weight.
Packaging Regulations
Kite’s compliance division (Kite Environmental Solutions) handles
the Packaging Regulations for a huge range of customers and is
involved with helping businesses to understand, assess and comply
with their obligations.

ISO
9001

02476 420065
kitepackaging.co.uk

BRC

ISO
14001

